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Staff and volunteers have played a key role in testing the patient journey at the new Royal
Adelaide Hospital (RAH), and their participation across the State Operational Commissioning
(SOC) exercise schedule has been an important factor ensuring that when the hospital opens its
doors in September it will provide South Australians with world class healthcare from day one.
One of the volunteers that took part in
the scenario exercises, Dean Fyfe,
knows only too well the challenges that
come with having a loved one needing
critical care and support after being
seriously injured.

“I was tasked to move throughout the
building in a wheelchair with the help
of a carer and navigate our way to
three medical appointments in different
locations - at medical imaging, pathology
and at the outpatients’ clinic.

In 2006, on her way to an orienteering
club event in Eden Valley, Dean’s partner
Cheryl received a devastating brain injury
from a motor vehicle accident that saw
her breaking every bone in her face and
requiring five percent of her frontal lobe
removed. After the accident Cheryl was
given less than a five per cent chance of
survival by doctors – but she was able to
beat these odds.

“As Cheryl regularly uses a wheel chair to
get around, I understand what is required
to make the hospital experience just a
little easier for patients and carers, and
I’m very happy to help fine tune things
that will enhance the overall experience
for them at the new RAH.

Since then, Dean has dedicated himself
to improving the lives of other families
facing similar challenges, and as Chair
of the Central Adelaide Local Health
Network’s (CALHN) Consumer
Advisory Council he uses his personal
experience to advocate on behalf of
patients and carers to improve their
health care experience.
Playing the role of an outpatient, Dean
said he was able to voice his perspective
during the scenario exercises on how the
new hospital has been set up for patients
and carers who regularly need to visit the
hospital to receive treatment.

SOC scenario participant and Chair of CALHN's
Consumer Advisory Council, Dean Fyfe

WHAT
ARE “SOC”
SCENARIOS?
State Operational
Commissioning (SOC)
scenarios replicate
real-time medical situations

“Throughout the scenario exercise we
were able to navigate around the building
really well and the staff and volunteers
involved on the day were just amazing.
I can’t praise them enough for their
professionalism and their keenness to
listen to what consumer groups had to
say and put the feedback into practice.

and help staff to evaluate

“Participating in the scenario test made
me feel very confident that when the
new RAH is opened it will truly be a
great hospital.”

RAH is fit for purpose and

“Involving people with experiences like
ours in exercises to improve the
hospital’s systems is such a great idea,
and allows the people making the big
decisions to continually improve services
and patient outcomes”.

in September.

For more information about the new RAH:
Visit the website: newrah.sa.gov.au
Subscribe to receive updates: newrahfeedback@sa.gov.au

We are on the move

the hospital’s key functions,
responses to emergency
codes and aspects of
the patient journey in a
controlled environment.
The tests ensure the new

In September, the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) will move to its new home on
Port Road and open its doors to South Australian inpatients for the first time.
Signifying the opening of the hospital, the Emergency Department at the new RAH will commence taking patients
from 7.00am on Tuesday 5 September, while the current RAH’s Emergency Department will close its doors and cease
treating patients at the same time.
The opening of one of the most advanced hospitals in Australia will include an extensive move plan involving a fleet
of 12 ambulances and a multi-patient ambulance bus that will transfer 100 patients a day between the old and new
hospital sites.

that hospital staff are
prepared to deliver

Continued page 2

clinical care when it opens

youtube.com/sahealthaustralia
twitter.com/SAHealth
facebook.com/sahealth

SA Ambulance and MedSTAR Staff
preparing for a scenario exercise

We are on the move

Dr Randall Faull – Clinical Champion
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Spend a little time in the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH) and you’ll quickly see it’s filled
with people busily performing their daily duties, but Professor Randall Faull from the
RAH’s Renal Department takes busy to a whole new level.
Professor Faull is a Senior Consultant in
Nephrology, and when he’s not taking
care of his patients, attending his clinical
practice or directing Research and

The patient move will take place over three days, from
Monday 4 September to Wednesday 6 September 2017,
with Thursday 7 September as contingency. Prior to this
some outpatient, radiation oncology and day surgery
services will progressively commence operating at the new
RAH – starting from Monday 14 August 2017.

His commitment to his vocation was
inevitable, with his father emphasising
the importance and payoffs of hard
work and persistence.

South Australia Ambulance Service’s (SAAS) Operations
Manager, Chris Howie, said that SAAS will lead the move of
inpatients over the three days, and that extensive work has
gone in to preparing for the clinical move to the new RAH.
“Utilising extensive experience gained from years of
planning and executing significant public events, planning
for the move has been underway for over 18 months and
involves staff from SAAS, CALHN and other government
agencies working closely to ensure the safe transfer of
patients to the new site.

“My father was a teacher and a senior
lecturer at a teacher’s college here in
Adelaide and was very academic and
rigorous in his approach to teaching and
guiding his students. I grew up knowing
the significance of continuous learning
and I knew from an early age that an
intellectually challenging career was
my preference”.

SAAS and MedSTAR members conveying a patient during the
Burns Unit scenario exercise.

“Some of the partners involved include SAAS, MedSTAR,
the South Australian Police, Department of Planning,
Transport and Infrastructure, and Adelaide City Council”.

With all on his plate it would be easy
to excuse Professor Faull for taking a
break and spending any spare time with
his pharmacist wife, improving his golf
handicap or playing for his local cricket
team or social tennis – but this is not
for Professor Faull.

Paul Lambert, Executive Director new RAH Activation, said to
ensure the move plan is undertaken in the safest and most
efficient manner possible there has been significant liaison
with interstate health providers.
“We have engaged extensively with other hospitals across
Australia to see how they approached the task of moving
a hospital, and will benefit from their lessons learned
regarding how things could have been done better.

Instead, he’s signed up to
be a new RAH Clinical
Champion whose task
is to provide vital clinical
leadership and support
to their directorates
during the transition
from the current
hospital to the
new site.

MedSTAR medical personnel preparing with RAH staff for the
spinal move scenario.

“The three day patient move will follow a six-week ‘ramp
down’ period at the current RAH where patient numbers will
be progressively reduced from around 600 to 300 people.
“The ramp down will see SAAS and all Local Health
Networks working together to temporarily transfer activity
between hospital sites and the rescheduling of non-urgent
adult elective surgery.
“The opening of the new RAH will see the integration of the
latest innovations across health, education and research to
deliver high-quality care, and will continue the proud history
of caring for South Australians and meeting the needs of the
state’s growing population for generations to come”.

Training in the renal department,
he’s making a bee line to the University
of Adelaide where he’s a Clinical
Professor and active teacher, a member
of the University Alumni council and
Patron of both the Adelaide Medical
Students Society and Foundation.

“I became a Clinical
Champion because I’ve
always enjoyed getting involved
in the nuts and bolts of structures, and
it’s really important that those who are
A scenario participant transported by SAAS during the
neurosurgery exercise.
Dr Randall Faull – RAH's Senior Consultant
In Nephrology

overseeing the relocation to the new
RAH receive and listen to the input from
the people who are at the forefront of
patient care.
“It’s important that the people who are
making crucial decisions about how the
new hospital will operate are peers who
understand the challenges of being a
physician in a large complex institution
such as a public hospital.
“Having important decisions made
by one’s peers gives other health care
professionals the confidence that the
changes being made support the work
of people who actually work at the
RAH – and the best way to positively
influence the process is to get involved.
“No matter how well organised you are
there will still need to be last minute
decision making, and things may not
go as perfectly as planned, but I am
reassured that the things that are being
done are logical and have put patient
safety first.
“Having visited the new hospital several
times now, I am certain that those
using it will consider it a wonderful and
inspiring facility”.

Dr Randall Faull with Clinical Nurse, Ashleigh Jaensch,
from the Renal Dialysis Department
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